We study the properties of half-supersymmetric branes in string theory with 32 supercharges from a purely group-theoretical point of view using the U-duality symmetry of maximal supergravity and the R-symmetry of the corresponding supersymmetry algebra. In particular, we show that half-supersymmetric branes are always associated to the longest weights of the U-duality representation of the potentials coupling to them. We compare the features of branes with three or more transverse directions (that we call "standard" branes) to those with two or less transverse directions (that we denominate "non-standard" branes). We show why the BPS condition of the non-standard branes is in general degenerate and for each case we calculate this degeneracy. We furthermore show how the orbits of multi-charge configurations of non-standard branes can be calculated and give the Uduality invariants describing these orbits. We show that different orbits of non-standard branes can have the same BPS condition.
Introduction
It is since long known that "branes", i.e. massive objects with a number of worldvolume and transverse directions, play a crucial role in string theory and M-theory. Historically, the first example of a brane other than a string was the eleven-dimensional supermembrane [1] . An important class of branes are the Dirichlet branes or, shortly, D-branes of tendimensional superstring theory [2] . These branes are non-perturbative in the sense that their brane tension scales with the inverse of the string coupling constant. D-branes played a decisive role in the calculation of the entropy of a certain class of black holes [3] . Branes also play a central role in the AdS/CFT correspondence [4] and the brane-world scenario [5] .
Much information about branes in string theory and/or M-theory can be obtained by studying the low-energy approximation of these theories which is a supergravity theory that realizes the gauging of a specific supersymmetry algebra. For instance, the mere fact that eleven-dimensional supergravity contains a 3-form potential is already indicative of the fact that M-theory contains a membrane since 3-forms naturally couple to membranes. The fact that this membrane is actually a supermembrane which breaks half of the supersymmetry follows from the construction of a kappa-symmetric supermembrane action [1] . The occurrence of an eleven-dimensional supermembrane can also be deduced from the presence of a 2-form central charge in the eleven-dimensional super-Poincaré algebra [6] .
Due to its relevance it is important to classify the branes of string theory and/or Mtheory. One way to do this is to scan the possible (p + 1)-forms in supergravity and verify whether they may couple to a supersymmetric brane by investigating the corresponding kappa-symmetric worldvolume action. In the case of D-dimensional supergravity with maximal supersymmetry such an investigation has been done for all (p + 1)-forms with 0 ≤ p ≤ D − 4. One finds that to each (p + 1)-form potential there corresponds precisely one half-supersymmetric p-brane. In the case that the potential transforms according to a certain representation of the U-duality group one finds as many half-supersymmetric branes as the dimension of that U-duality representation.
One may wonder, given the above result, what more information about branes can be extracted from the low-energy supergravity theory. The reason why more information can be extracted is that our knowledge about the general structure of a supergravity theory has considerably been improved in recent years. Up to some years ago most of our knowledge about the (p + 1)-forms of supergravity was restricted to the ones with 0 ≤ p ≤ D − 4. Note that all such p-forms describe physical degrees freedom of the supergravity multiplet and that some potentials are related to each other by electromagnetic duality 1 . A common feature of these potentials is that they all couple to a brane whose number of transverse directions is more than or equal to three. Such branes approach flat Minkowski spacetime asymptotically and have a finite energy density. We will call such branes "'standard" branes.
In this work we will focus on the branes that have less than three transverse directions 1 and compare them with the standard branes. These so-called "non-standard" branes couple to (p + 1)-form potentials with p = D − 3, p = D − 2 or p = D − 1. A special class is formed by the (D−2)-form potentials of supergravity. These potentials are special in the sense that they are dual to 0-form potentials, or scalars, but the duality relations do not imply that the number of (D − 2)-form potentials is equal to the number of scalars. The (D − 2)-form potentials couple to so-called "defect branes", i.e. branes with two transverse directions.
In four dimensions they occur as cosmic strings [7] while in ten dimensions they are the seven-branes [8] that underly F-theory [9] . Defect branes differ from standard branes in the sense that they are not asymptotically flat and cannot be given finite energy unless one takes several of them in the presence of an orientifold. Another notewearthy feature is that the number of (D − 2)-form potentials is not equal to the number of half-supersymmetric (D − 3)-branes [10] . This result is based on an analysis of the Wess-Zumino (WZ) terms in the world-volume action of a single (D − 3)-brane, see, e.g., [11] . Based on U-duality arguments we know that for those cases that a gauge-invariant WZ term, consistent with world-volume supersymmetry, can be constructed a kappa-symmetric worldvolume action exists. Furthermore, we expect that configurations of (D − 3)-branes with a finite energy, using the same techniques as in ten dimensions, can be constructed. It is natural to extend the discussion of the non-standard (D − 3)-branes to the nonstandard branes with one and zero transverse directions. Such branes are called "domain walls" and "space-filling branes", respectively. Domain walls play an important role in the AdS/CFT correspondence since they describe the renormalization group flow of the boundary conformal field theory. Space-filling branes are used in string theory to define strings with sixteen supercharges. Domain walls and space-filling branes are even more special than the defect branes in the sense that they couple to potentials that do not describe any physical degree of freedom in the corresponding supergravity theory 2 . Much less was known about these (D −1)-form and D-form potentials because, unlike the (p+1)-form potentials with 0 ≤ p ≤ D − 4, their existence does not follow from the representation theory of the supersymmetry algebra.
One of the remarkable developments about our knowledge on supergravity in recent years has been that a full classification has been given of all (D − 1)-form and D-form potentials that can be added to maximal supergravity. This has been achieved using three different techniques. By an explicit verification of the supersymmetry algebra it was shown that IIA and IIB supergravity allow such potentials and a classification, including the U-duality representations in the case of IIB supergravity, was given [12] . Although in principle possible, it is very impractical to extend this method to all lower dimensions. Fortunately, it turns out that a full classification for all dimensions 3 ≤ D ≤ 11 can be given [13, 14] making use of the properties of the very extended Kac-Moody algebra E 11 [15] . Remarkably, independently a full classification, including all dimensions lower than ten, has been given using the so-called embedding tensor technique [16] .
Given the (p + 1)-forms and their U-duality representations the next question to an-swer is how many components of these U-duality representations correspond to halfsupersymmetric p-branes. For the standard branes the answer is simple: each component of the U-duality representation corresponds to a half-supersymmetric brane. However, for the half-supersymmetric non-standard branes the answer is less clear. Demanding that a gauge-invariant WZ term can be constructed, consistent with worldvolume supersymmetry, the half-supersymmetric non-standard branes of maximal supergravity have been classified in our earlier work [11, 17, 18 ]. An alternative derivation, based upon the counting of the real roots of the very extended Kac-Moody algebra E 11 , has been given in [19] . It is the purpose of this work to give a simple and elegant group-theoretical explanation of why the "WZ method" of [11, 17, 18] and the "real-root method" of [19] give the same result. In general, given a supergravity theory with a (p + 1)-form potential in a specific U-duality representation, the half-supersymmetric branes resulting from the WZterm analysis correspond to the weights that can be chosen as highest weights of that U-duality representation 3 . A U-duality representation has typically weights of different lengths, and the weights that can be chosen as highest weights are those of maximum length. This simple observation leads to a way of counting the half-supersymmetric branes by counting the longest weights of the corresponding U-duality representation. As will be better explained in the conclusions, the longest weights of the U-duality representation of a field corresponding to a brane precisely correspond to the real roots of E 11 .
The above "longest-weight rule" explains several properties of the standard and nonstandard branes we already mentioned. It turns out that all (p+1)-forms that couple to the standard branes only occur in U-duality representations where all weights have equal length and hence are longest weights. This explains why for standard branes each component of the U-duality representation corresponds to a half-supersymmetric brane. The U-duality representations corresponding to (p + 1)-forms that couple to the non-standard branes are different: they have weights of different lengths and only the longest weights correspond to the half-supersymmetric non-standard branes. Such representations have the defining property that they contain more than one so-called dominant weight, a notion that we will explain in the main text of this work. An interesting special case is formed by the (p + 1)-forms that couple to the defect branes. These (p + 1)-forms are always in the adjoint representation of the U-duality group G. These representations have the property that all weights are longest weights except for the Cartan generators. This explains the result of [10] that out of the dim G (p + 1)-forms that couple to the defect branes only dim G − rank G components couple to half-supersymmetric defect branes. For instance, IIB supergravity has three 8-form potentials that transform as the 3 of SL(2,R). Only two of them couple to a half-supersymmetric defect brane: the D7-brane and its S-dual.
There is a second crucial difference between standard and non-standard branes: while for standard branes there is a one-to-one relation between half-supersymmetric branes and the BPS conditions they satisfy, in the case of non-standard branes this relation is many-toone, i.e. several non-standard branes may satisfy the same BPS condition [10, 20, 21] . This implies that, unlike the standard branes, the non-standard branes may form bound states that satisfy the same BPS condition. In this work we will explain why this property holds from a purely group-theoretical point of view by comparing the U-duality representations of the (p + 1)-forms with the R-symmetry representations of the central charges in the supersymmetry algebra. In this way we are able to derive the explicit degeneracies of the different BPS conditions, i.e. how many branes satisfy the same BPS condition.
In this work we will point out a third difference between the behaviour of the standard and non-standard branes which concerns the brane orbits. Given a half-supersymmetric brane one can consider its orbit under the action of the U-duality symmetry group. All half-supersymmetric branes in maximal supergravity define highest-weight orbits. These highest-weight orbits are single-charge orbits. In the case of standard branes it has been shown that, if not all longest weights can be reached from the initial configuration by an infinitesimal transformation of the group G (that is a transformation generated by the corresponding Lie algebra g), one can consider a two-charge state that is the sum of the initial state and one that cannot be reached by the initial state. One can then compute the orbit of this 2-charge configuration. In case the single-charge and two-charge configurations do not fill up the full U-duality representation one continues to consider three-charge configurations etc. This procedure can be iterated until one has a configuration in which all the weights can be reached [22] . In [18] we applied this method to compute the singlecharge orbits for all the non-standard branes. In this work we will show how the multicharge orbits of the non-standard branes can be calculated as well. A crucial difference with the standard brane orbits will be the existence of half-supersymmetric multi-charge orbits. We will furthermore show how the different standard and non-standard brane orbits can be characterized in terms of invariants of the U-duality group [23] .
This work is organized as follows. In section 2 we show the relation between halfsupersymmetric branes and the longest weights of the U-duality representation of the (p + 1)-forms that couple to these branes. In particular, we will clarify the longest-weight rule mentioned earlier and use it to explain the number of standard and non-standard (p + 1)-branes as compared to the number of U-duality components of the (p + 1)-form potentials. Next, in section 3 we focus on a second difference between standard and nonstandard branes which concerns the supersymmetry properties. More prescisely, we discuss the relation between the BPS conditions and the central charges in the supersymmetry algebra and calculate the degeneracies of the different BPS conditions. We will show that, unlike the standard banes, different non-standard branes may satisfy the same BPS condition. Finally, in section 4 we discuss the difference between the standard-brane and non-standard-brane orbits. We first review the standard-brane orbits and next show how to compute the orbits of the non-standard branes including the multi-charge orbits. We furthermore give the U-duality invariant that characterizes the different orbits. Our conclusions are presented in the last section. 4 
Weights of half-supersymmetric branes
In this section we will show that the potentials associated to standard branes belong to irreducible representations with only one dominant weight, which is the highest weight of the representation, while the potentials associated to non-standard branes belong to irreducible representations with more than one dominant weight. If a representation contains more than one dominant weight, each dominant weight other than the highest weight defines a sub-representation whose weights are shorter than the highest weight, while if a representation has only one dominant weight, this means that all the weights have the same length. We will show that all half-supersymmetric branes correspond to the longest weights in the irreducible representation of the potential. In particular, this explains why the number of standard branes always coincides with the dimension of the corresponding representation, while the number of non-standard branes is less than the dimension of the corresponding representation. In order to make all these statements clear, we will give in the first part of this section a review of the Lie algebra tools that are needed to understand them 4 . In the second part of this section we will proceed with identifying the branes with the longest weights within each irreducible representation in any dimension.
The simple Lie algebra sl(2) is the prototype of any simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra. The generators of sl (2) 
with the Cartan generators H ∈ h, where the roots ±α(H) are linear functions of H 5 . Moreover, for every E α there is a corresponding H α such that the root α(H) is proportional to the Cartan-Killing form (H α , H). Thus, the Cartan-Killing form induces a scalar product < α, β > in the space of roots, which is proportional to (H α , H β ). One can then associate to each root a vector in an r-dimensional vector space with Euclidean signature. One then defines the simple roots α 1 , ..., α r as those such that all the other positive roots (see footnote 5 ) can be obtained as positive sums of them. We consider as a simple example the roots of sl(3), which are drawn in Fig. 1 . The simple roots are α 1 and α 2 , while the other positive root is their sum α 1 + α 2 . Actually, in the diagram any pair of roots that form an angle of 2π/3 can be chosen as simple roots. The choice made in Fig. 1 defines the operators E α 1 , E α 2 and E α 1 +α 2 as "creation" operators, and correspondingly E −α 1 , E −α 2 and E −α 1 −α 2 are "annihilation" operators.
Figure 1: The roots of the Lie algebra sl(3). The roots are painted in red because they are the six longest weights of the 8. In general, for any sl(3) representation, we paint in red the longest weights of the representation.
In sl(2), irreducible representations are labelled by j max (which takes integer or halfinteger positive values), which is the eigenvalue of L 3 with eigenvector j max annihilated by L + . Acting with L − , one lowers by 1 the L 3 eigenvalue. Proceeding this way, one can lower the eigenvalue down to −j max , whose corresponding eigenvector −j max is annihilated by L − . This altogether forms a representation of dimension 2j max + 1. Analogously, in a generic simple Lie algebra g, irreducible representations are labelled by eigenstates of the Cartan generators (i.e. weight vectors) W max of eigenvalue (weight) W max (H), such that E α i W max = 0 for all simple roots α i 6 . Such weights are called highest weights. Acting with E −α i on W max , one either gets zero or a weight vector W max − α i of eigenvalue W max (H) − α i (H). One can then keep acting with E −α i until one finds a q i such that
Exactly as for the roots, for every weight vector W there is a corresponding Cartan generator H W such that the weight W (H) is proportional to the Cartan-Killing form (H W , H). Thus, one can define a scalar product < W, α > between the weight and the roots, and draw the weight on the r-dimensional vector space of the roots. In terms of the scalar product, q i is then given by the relation
The weights of the 3 of sl(3). All the weights have the same length and we paint them in red.
where clearly the q i 's must be non-negative for consistency. For a generic weight vector (not a highest-weight vector) W, one can similarly obtain m i − p i , such that
with non-negative m i and p i , from the relation
The quantities 2 < W, α i >/< α i , α i > are in general called Dynkin labels, and one denotes the representation in terms of the Dynkin labels of the highest weight as q 1 q 2 ... q r . If q i = 0, this means that W max − α i is a weight, and one then obtains its Dynkin labels by simply subtracting to each q j the following element from the the i-th row of the Cartan matrix A:
One can then read from eq. (2.6) which m j 's are different from zero (using the fact that p j = δ ij because the weight was obtained by subtracting α i to the highest weight), and correspondingly one can construct the weight W max − α i − α j , whose Dynkin labels are obtained by subtracting to the previous ones the jth row of the Cartan matrix. The full
The weights of the 6 of sl(3). We have painted in red the three longest weights.
representation is constructed by iterating this procedure, that is by keeping subtracting simple roots. One can show that one can never act on a weight with a raising operator in a direction different from the one the weight comes from without annihilating it. This means that at each stage one knows the value of all p j 's because one knows how each weight is related to the previous ones. Thus, given the Dynkin labels of the highest weight, there is a simple iterative procedure to re-construct all the weights of the representation. The representation is complete when one obtains a weight such that all m i 's are zero. Such weight is called the lowest weight.
It is instructive to consider the simple example of sl (3), whose Cartan matrix is
as it can be deduced from Fig. 1 . The lowest-dimensional representation is the 3, whose highest weight is denoted by the Dynkin labels 1 0 . Writing W 3 max as a linear combination of the simple roots and using eq. (2.4) with q 1 = 1 and q 2 = 0, one derives
From the fact that q 1 = 1 and q 2 = 0 one obtains the weight W 3 max − α 1 , whose Dynkin labels are −1 1 . We know that p 1 = 1, which implies m 1 = 0, and p 2 = 0, which implies m 2 = 1. We can then write the weight W 3 max − α 1 − α 2 , with Dynkin labels 0 − 1 . We
Figure 4: The weights of the 15 of sl(3). The three shortest weights have multiplicity 2. We paint in red the 6 longest weights.
know that this weight has p 1 = 0 and p 2 = 1, which imply that all m i 's are zero. This is the lowest weight. All the weights of the representation are drawn in Fig. 2 . As another example, we consider the adjoint of sl (3), whose highest weight has Dynkin labels 1 1 , which gives W
Using the technique that we have just reviewed, one obtains all the weights of this representation, which are the roots of Fig. 1 . In general, it can happen that the Dynkin labels are all non-negative. In such case one calls the corresponding weight a dominant weight. The highest weight is clearly a dominant weight, but the contrary is not necessarily true: there can be dominant weights that are not highest weights. We consider as an example the 6 of sl(3). The Dynkin labels of the highest weight are 2 0 , corresponding to
The weights of the representation are shown in Fig. 3 . The weight
α 2 has Dynkin labels 0 1 and thus it is a dominant weight. If one considered this as a highest weight, one would obtain the sub-representation 3 which corresponds to the black 9 0 -1 1 0
Figure 5: The Dynkin labels and the components of the 3 of sl (3) . Note that the black lines in the left part of the Figure connect to given entries of the boxes. This indicates which root is subtracted from a box when going down the black line. In general, we paint in red all the Dynkin labels and components that are associated to the longest weights of an irreducible representation. In this case all the weights have the same length (see Fig. 2 ).
weights in the figure. The black weights are shorter than the red ones (in particular, one can notice that the difference of the squared lengths is equal to the squared length of the roots). This result is completely general: dominant weights other than the highest weight give rise to sub-representations whose weights are shorter than the highest weight. Only representations with one dominant weight (i.e. the highest weight) have all weights of the same length. The case of the adjoint representation is actually a particular case of a representation with more than one dominant weight. Indeed, the Cartan generators, whose Dynkin labels are all zero, are a degenerate case of a dominant weight. As an additional example we consider the 15, whose weights are shown in Fig. 4 . The Dynkin labels of the highest weight are 2 1 , giving
The dominant weight
α 2 has Dynkin labels 0 2 , while the dominant weight
α 2 (with multiplicity 2) has Dynkin labels 1 0 . As it is clear from the figure, there are 6 long weights, 3 medium weights and 6 (3 with multiplicity 2) short weights.
In order to determine the relation between the weights of a representation and the half-supersymmetric branes associated to the corresponding potential, it is instructive to consider the special case of sl(n) algebras where there is a natural action of the creation and annihilation operators E ±α and of the Cartan generators H α on the fundamental representation in terms of components. Denoting with M the index of the fundamental representation, the n − 1 generators associated to the simple roots E α i , i = 1, ..., n − 1 are the upper-triangular matrices (T i i+1 ) M N whose entries are 1 for M = i, N = i+ 1, and zero otherwise, while the Cartan generators H α i are diagonal matrices (T i i ) M N whose entries are 1/2 for M = N = i, −1/2 for M = N = i + 1 and zero otherwise. The annihilation operators E −α i are equal to E † α i
. In sl(n), summing α i to α j gives a root only if i = j ± 1,
Figure 6: The Dynkin labels and the components of the weights of the adjoint representation of sl(3). The red entries correspond to the roots (which are the longest weights of the representation).
and the root α i + α i+1 corresponds to the generator
Realising the algebra in terms of n × n matrices as above, this leads to the matrix multiplication 13) which is the upper-triangular matrix whose entries are 1 for M = i, P = i + 2, and zero otherwise. This generalises to all the positive roots: the sum of k simple roots
, and the corresponding generator is the upper-triangular matrix (T i 1 i 1 +k ) M N whose entries are 1 for M = i 1 , P = i 1 + k, and zero otherwise. The whole set of positive roots thus gives all the possible real upper-triangular n × n matrices.
Consider again sl(3) as an example. In components, the highest weight of the 3 corresponds to the first component T 1 of a column 3-vector T M . Acting with E −α 1 leads to T 2 and then acting with E −α 2 leads to T 3 . This is summarised in Fig. 5 . On the left-hand side of the figure, we write down the Dynkin labels of the weights of Fig. 2 , while on the right-hand side we identify each weight with the corresponding component of T M . The same construction is given is Fig. 6 for the case of the adjoint representation. In this case the highest weight is the root α 1 + α 2 with Dynkin labels 1 1 and it corresponds to the third upper-triangular matrix T 1 3 , which when acting on T 1 gives T 3 . The Cartan generators are associated to the weight 0 0 , which are the tensors T 1 1 , T 2 2 and T 3 3 with T 1 1 + T 2 2 + T 3 3 = 0, thus giving the multiplicity 2 of the weight. We finally consider the 11 0 -2
Figure 7: The Dynkin labels and the components of the 6 of sl(3). The red entries correspond to the longest weights in the representation (see Fig. 3 ). , their sum being equal to zero, which explains the multiplicity 2 of each of these weights. The components corresponding to the medium weights transform like T P P , which are associated to the long weights of the representation 6 whose highest weight has Dynkin labels 0 2 . This explains the presence of this weight as dominant weight of the 15. The components corresponding to the short weights transform like the tensor T M in the 3. The highest weight of this representation has Dynkin labels 1 0 . This weight occurs as dominant weight of the 15 with multiplicity 2.
This finishes our short review of the group-theoretical tools that are needed to understand the relation between branes and weights as expressed by the "longest-weight rule" given in the introduction. We now proceed with elucidating this longest-weight rule. But first we need to know what the actual U-duality representations of the different (p+1)-form potentials are. The U-duality representations of the potentials that couple to the standard branes have been determined long ago. They follow from the representation theory of the supersymmetry algebra. As explained in the introduction the U-duality representations of the potentials associated to all the non-standard branes of maximal supergravity have been determined over the last few years using three different techniques: closure of the supersymmetry algebra [12] , using properties of E 11 [13, 14] and applying the embedding tensor technique [16] .
In [25] it was shown by an analysis of the brane effective actions that the non-standard branes of the IIB theory are fewer than the dimensions of the SL(2, R) representations of the corresponding fields 7 . In particular, there are two 7-branes associated to the 8- 7 From now on, we will always consider groups instead of algebras. An infinitesimal transformation of a
13
forms, that belong to the 3, and two 9-branes associated to the 10-forms, that belong to the 4 8 . This analysis was generalised to any maximal supergravity theory in any dimensions [11, 17, 18] , revealing that when one considers the potentials that couple to the non-standard branes, one always finds that the number of branes is less than the dimension of the U-duality representation. This is in sharp contrast with the case of standard branes, where the number of half-supersymmetric branes is always the same as the dimension of the corresponding U-duality representation. Below we will show in a few explicit examples that this corresponds to the fact that while the representations of the standard branes only contain one dominant weight (the highest weight), those of the non-standard branes always contain more than one dominant weight. In the latter case the branes correspond to the longest weights in the representation (those with the same length as the highest weight).
To show how this works it is instructive to consider an explicit example, that is the non-standard branes of eight-dimensional maximal supergravity, whose global symmetry is SL(3, R) × SL(2, R). There are 6 defect branes in the adjoint of SL(3, R). Their corresponding 6-form potential is A 6,M N , which is contracted in the Wess-Zumino term by the 5-brane charge T M N with M = N [10] . As we have shown, these directions correspond to the roots of SL(3, R), which clearly are the longest weights of the representation (see Figs. 1 and 6 ). The 6-brane charges of the domain walls are T M N a (a = 1, 2) in the (6, 2). There are 6 domain walls, corresponding to the charges T 11a , T 22a and T 33a [20] . Looking at Figs. 7 and 3, we see that these components correspond to the longest weights of the 6 of SL(3, R). Finally, there are six half-supersymmetric space-filling branes with 7-brane charges T M N P in the (15, 1) such that M = N and P = M. From Figs. 8 and 4 we know that these components precisely correspond to the longest weights of the representation.
We find that the above result is completely general. The defect branes in any dimension always correspond to the components of the adjoint representation associated to the roots. Given that the symmetry groups of maximal supergravities are all simply laced, all the roots have the same length, and thus the number of defect branes is always dim G−rank G, where the Cartan generators are 0 0 ... 0 dominant weights with rank G multiplicity. Similarly, for all domain walls and space-filling branes one can determine all the dominant weights of the associated representations, and the number of weights that have the same length as each dominant weight. Counting the weights of the same length as the highest weight reproduces the number of half-supersymmetric branes determined in [11, 17, 18, 19] . The result is summarised in Table 1 . For the exceptional cases E 6(6) , E 7(7) and E 8 (8) we label the Dynkin weights following the numbering of the nodes of the Dynkin diagrams of Fig. 9 .
This finishes our discussion of the relation between branes and weights. In the next section we will show that the property of the representations of non-standard branes of having more than one dominant weight naturally leads to a second difference with the standard branes, namely a degeneracy of the BPS conditions. field in a given representation under the group corresponds to the action of the generators of the algebra in that representation. 8 There is also an additional doublet of 10-forms in the IIB theory [12] , but one cannot write down a kappa-symmetric brane effective action associated to it. This is in accordance with the longest-weight rule. The potentials associated to the domain walls and the space-filling branes. In each dimension apart from 7 and 6, the domain walls correspond to the first line and the space-filling branes to the second. In seven dimensions, the first row corresponds to vector domain-walls, the second to tensor domain-walls and the third to space-filling branes. In six dimensions, the first row corresponds to domain walls, the second to vector space-filling branes and the third to tensor space-filling branes. In all cases, the branes correspond to Figure 9 : The Dynkin diagrams of E 6 , E 7 and E 8 .
Central charges and degeneracies
In the previous section we have given a group-theoretic characterisation of the difference between standard and non-standard branes. We have seen that the potentials corresponding to standard branes belong to representations of the global symmetry group with only one dominant weight, while the potentials corresponding to non-standard branes belong to representations with more than one dominant weight. In all cases the branes are associated to the weights within the representation that have the same length as the highest weight. For standard branes, the representations have weights which are all of the same length and therefore the number of branes is the same as the dimension of the representation, while for non-standard branes there are sets of weights of different length, each corresponding to a different dominant weight, and the half-supersymmetric branes correspond to the weights of maximum length, which is the length of the highest weight. This implies that the number of non-standard branes is less than the dimension of the representation. In [10, 20, 21] it was shown that there is another crucial difference between standard and non-standard branes: while for standard branes there is a one-to-one relation between half-supersymmetric branes and BPS conditions, in the case of non-standard branes this relation is many-to-one, i.e. more branes give rise to the same BPS condition. This has the important consequence that one can consider half-BPS configurations corresponding to bound states of different half-BPS branes which correspond to the same BPS condition. Using group-theory arguments we will show in this section why non-standard branes can have degenerate BPS conditions. The number of different BPS conditions that can be imposed on a half-supersymmetric p-brane is equal to the number of central charges of rank p. In maximal supersymmetric theories, the central charges form representations of the R-symmetry H, which is the maximal compact subgroup of the maximally non-compact U-duality group G. The representations of the central charges of various rank in any dimension are given in Table 2.  The table only D R-symmetry There is always a singlet p = 1 charge which is the momentum operator.
In order to determine the half-BPS branes, one has to decompose the representation of G of the brane charges T in representations of H. For standard branes, the representations of H one obtains are all contained in Table 2 for any p and in any dimension. This means that for each component of the representation of G of a p-brane charge T in D dimensions, there is a rank p central charge Q in the supersymmetry algebra. For non-standard branes the situation is different: in this case the decomposition contains the associated central charge Q of the correct rank, but it also contains additional representations that are not contained in the Table. We denote these additional representations collectively by R. Summarising, one has schematically standard branes :
T → Q , non-standard branes :
As an example we consider the non-standard branes in D = 7. The 4-brane charges are in the 24 (adjoint) of SL(5, R), which decomposes under the R-symmetry Sp(4) as
From Table 2 one notices that only the representation 10 of SO (5) As another example we consider the D = 7 tensor 5-branes which have brane charges
This decomposes under Sp(4) as
One can see from Table 2 One can see that only the 5 representation is present in Table 2 We see that only the 5 representation appears in Table 2 as a p = 6 (i.e. dual p = 1) central charge. The projection of the 70 on the 5 of Sp (4) Table 3 : The decomposition of the representations of the non-standard branes with respect to the R-symmetry H in any dimension. In each case, the representation of the central charge is painted in red. The dimension of this representation times the degeneracy gives the number of branes.
only the components corresponding to half-supersymmetric branes (that as we know from the previous section are those associated to the longest weights) have non-zero projection on the representation of H corresponding to the central charge. This projection occurs with a given degeneracy: a given central charge component corresponds to more branes. This gives the degeneracy of the BPS conditions. The general result is summarised in Table 3 , where for any representation associated to non-standard branes in D ≤ 8 we give the decomposition under H and the multiplicity of the BPS conditions.
Orbits and Invariants
In this section we wish to consider the orbits of the half-supersymmetric branes under infinitesimal U-duality transformations. The orbits of the standard branes of maximal supergravity theories have been derived long ago in [22, 26] . Here we will consider the orbits of the non-standard branes as well and point out what the differences with the orbits of the standard branes are.
In general, under the algebra g, a weight can either transform infinitesimally to the other weights or stay invariant. The generators that leave the weight invariant form a subalgebra of g which is the stabiliser of the weight orbit. Therefore, all the half-supersymmetric branes in maximal supergravity theories define highest-weight orbits under the action of the symmetry group G. These highest-weight orbits are single-charge orbits. If not all the other long weights can be reached by an infinitesimal transformation, one can consider a two-charge state that is the sum of the initial state and the one that cannot be reached by the initial state. One can then compute the orbit of this 2-charge configuration. In case not all weights are reached one continues to consider 3-charge configurations etc. This procedure can be iterated until one has a configuration in which all the weights can be reached. This strategy, that was used in [22] to compute the orbits for all standard branes, can be applied to non-standard branes as well.
All the different orbits can be characterised in terms of invariants of G [23] . For instance, the charge T M of a half-BPS string in six dimensions is a lightlike vector of SO (5, 5) . Therefore, the orbit for a single-charge configuration corresponds to the constraint T 2 = 0, while a two-charge configuration corresponds to T 2 = 0. As we have pointed out in section 3, the representations of the standard branes decompose under H entirely into the R-symmetry representations of the central charges, while for non-standard branes this decomposition gives these R-symmetry representations of the central charges plus additional representations (see Table 3 ). This implies that for standard branes the invariants of G correspond to R-symmetry invariants of the central charge. These invariants characterise the amount of supersymmetry that the configuration preserves. For non-standard branes, instead, different invariants of G may correspond to the same R-symmetry invariant when projected onto the central charge. This means that multiple-charge configurations of nonstandard branes, corresponding to different invariants and different orbits, can preserve the same amount of supersymmetry.
The aim of this section is to discuss the orbits and invariants of non-standard branes. On the left-hand side of the figure, we write down the simple roots that are subtracted to each weight to get the weight below. On the right-hand side, we write down the corresponding generator in components.
We will first review the case of standard branes in the first subsection, while the nonstandard branes will be considered in the second subsection.
Standard-brane orbits
We will consider D = 7 as a prototype example. The global symmetry group is SL(5, R), and the strings correspond to charges T M in the 5. Using the same component notation as done in section 2 for the SL(3, R) case, we associate charge components to weights as in Fig. 10 . The representation clearly has only one dominant weight and all the weights have the same length. All the weights thus correspond to branes. The stabiliser of the highest weight orbit is generated by all the elements of the algebra that annihilate the highest weight. These are the Cartan generators H α 2 , H α 3 and H α 4 , all the positive root vectors and all the negative root vectors that do not contain α 1 . The positive root vectors that do not contain α 1 , together with the negative root vectors and the Cartan stabilisers, generate the group SL(4, R), while the remaining positive root vectors form the 4 of this algebra. The orbit is therefore [22] SL(5, R)
The charges T M N = −T N M for the 0-branes are in the 10. The weights in terms of Dynkin labels and components are shown in Fig. 11 . Again, there is only one dominant weight, and all the weights have the same length, and thus they all correspond to branes. The generators that annihilate the highest weight are the Cartan's H α 1 , H α 2 and H α 4 , all the positive root vectors and the negative root vectors that do not contain α 3 . Altoghether, 
Figure 11: The Dynkin labels and the components of the 10 of SL(5, R). We denote the simple roots and the corresponding generators connecting the weights as explained in the caption of Fig. 10 .
this generates the orbit [22] SL(5, R) SL(3, R) × SL(2, R) ⋉T (3, 2) .
(4.2)
By looking at Figs. 10 and 11, one notices that while in the case of the 5 any weight can be reached starting by any other weight by the action of a given generator, in the case of the 10 this is no longer true: if one considers any weight in the representation, there are always three weights that are not connected to it by transformations in the algebra. In particular, if one considers the highest weight, one can see that the weights 1 0 − 1 0 , −1 1 − 1 0 and 0 − 1 0 0 in fig. 11 are not connected by transformations in the algebra. This can be easily seen by noticing that the difference between the weight 1 0 − 1 0 and the highest weight is α 2 + 2α 3 + α 4 which is not a root. This is also easy to understand in terms of components: the highest weight corresponds to the charge T 45 , and the three charges T 12 , T 13 and T 23 are not connected because an infinitesimal transformation cannot change both indices. One can then compute the orbit of a 2-charge configuration, which for instance we choose to be T 45 + T 12 . In the 2-charge case, the generators that stabilise the orbit are not only the common stabilisers of both weights, but also those generators that take the two weights to the same weight with opposite sign, so that the overall transformation vanishes. This can be seen in Fig. 12 , which shows that the components T 14 , T 15 , T
24
and T 25 are connected to both the highest weight and the lowest weight by infinitesimal transformations. In general, we call such generators the "conjunction" stabilisers.
Figure 12: This figure describes the weights of the 10 that can be reached by an infinitesimal SL(5, R) transformation starting from the highest weight (yellow set) and from the lowest weight (blue set). The intersection of the two sets contains the weights associated to the conjunction stabilisers. For each weight we write its distance from the highest weight in terms of simple roots.
The 2-charge orbit is determined as follows [22] . The common stabilisers are the Cartan generators H α 1 and H α 4 and the root vectors
while the conjunction stabilisers are
To extract the semisimple part we make the identifications
Defining
and β 2 = α 4 one recognises that the conjunction stabilisers together with the stabilizing roots ±α 1 and ±α 4 and the Cartan generators
generate an algebra SO(2, 3) with simple roots β 1 and β 2 ; the rest of the stabilising roots reorganise themselves in the representation 4 of this group with highest weight −α 2 . Thus, the two-charge orbit for the one forms in D = 7 (coupling to 0-branes) is the 10-dimensional coset
Given that all the weights can be reached in any 2-charge orbit, there are no configurations with 3 charges in this case. The fact that there is only a one-charge orbit in the 5, while there is also a 2-charge orbit in the 10 can be understood in terms of invariants: for T M in the 5, there is no non-trivial contraction with the invariant tensor ǫ M 1 ...M 5 that one can write, while for T M N one can construct
For the highest weight orbit, for which only one component of the charge is turned on, this quantity is clearly vanishing, while it is not vanishing for the 2-charge orbit.
We now discuss the amount of supersymmetry that these orbits preserve. As we discussed in section 3, the representations of SL(5, R) for standard branes decompose under the R-symmetry SO (5) 8) where the index M denotes the 56 of E 7(7) and d M N P Q is the invariant tensor of E 7(7) in the fully symmetric product of 4 56's. The highest weight orbit is given by 9) and it preserves 16 supercharges. The 2-charge orbit is given by the constraints 10) and it preserves 8 supercharges. The 3-charge orbit is given by orbit is the same as the highest-weight orbit of the 5, which is given in eq. (4.1). The fact that these two highest-weight orbits coincide is not surprising since the weights that can be reached from the highest weight of the 15 form the 5 of SL(5, R). In components, this means that infinitesimally one can only transform one of the two indices. We now consider the multiple-charge orbits of the 15. In Fig. 14 we show all the weights that can be reached by an infinitesimal SL(5, R) transformation starting from any of the five long weights. We note that one can never reach a long weight starting from another one 10 . Each short weight T M N , M = N, is connected infinitesimally to two long weights, T M M and T N N . This implies that there is a conjunction stabiliser in the orbit of the bound state containing the branes corresponding to the charges T M M and T N N . There are no n-conjunction stabilisers with n > 2 because there are no weights that are connected to n long weights for n > 2. The 2-charge orbit is
the three-charge orbit is In particular, one can see that the stabilisers of the 5-charge orbit are the generators E α − E −α for all the positive roots of SL(5, R), and the Cartan generators and the simpleroot vectors of SO(5) can be written as 16) where β 1 and β 2 are the simple roots of SO(5). We next analyse the invariants. The highest-weight (single-charge) orbit is defined by the constraint Figure 14 : This figure describes the sets of weights of the 15 that can be reached by an infinitesimal SL(5, R) transformation starting from any of the five longest weights. Sets of weights associated to different longest weights correspond to different colours. As it can be seen from the figure, any short weight belongs to two sets, which means that one associates to it a 2-conjunction stabiliser. For each weight we write its distance from the highest weight in terms of simple roots.
When this quantity is instead non-vanishing, but 18) one obtains the 2-charge orbit. Proceeding this way, one arrives at a five-charge orbit, for which the quantity
is non-vanishing. We finally consider the supersymmetry. The projection of the brane charge T M N on the singlet central charge Q is (see section 3) 20) which means that all the different constraints on the charges that define the five different orbits are all projected on the same SO(5) epsilon symbol. This means that all these brane configurations preserve the same amount of supersymmetry. The 7D example discussed above can be generalised to other representations and other dimensions. In general we expect that if different brane orbits correspond to invariants that lead to the same central charge constraints when projected on the R-symmetry, these brane configurations all preserve the same amount of supersymmetry. From Table 3 one can determine all these configurations in general. We hope to report on this in more detail in the near future.
Conclusions
In this work we studied several properties of branes in string theory with 32 supercharges from a purely group-theoretical point of view. We contrasted the branes with three or more transverse directions, which we called "standard" branes, with the branes which have two or less transverse directions, which we denominated "non-standard" branes. More specifically, we called them "defect" branes (two transverse directions), domain walls (one transverse direction) and space-filling branes (no transverse direction).
We focussed on three distinct brane properties. First, we showed that the half-supersymmetric branes, both standard and non-standard ones, always correspond to the longest weights of the U-duality representation these branes belong to. It turns out that the standard branes always occur in U-duality representations where all weights are longest weights. This explains why for standard branes the dimension of the U-duality representation equals the number of half-supersymmetric branes. In contrast, the non-standard branes always occur in U-duality representations with different lengths of weights. This is why the number of half-supersymmetric non-standard branes is always less than the dimension of the U-duality representation to which they belong. Using this simple grouptheoretical characterization we calculated the number of half-supersymmetric non-standard branes, reproducing the results of [17, 18, 19] . For defect branes the number is given by dim G − rank G where G is the U-duality group. The answer for the domain walls and space-filling branes can be found in Table 1 .
We next studied the BPS properties of the standard and non-standard branes. Using a decomposition of the U-duality representation of the brane charges into representations of the R-symmetry of the central charges we found a second crucial difference between standard and non-standard branes. Whereas for standard branes for each BPS condition there is a unique brane, we find that different non-standard branes may satisfy the same BPS condition. We calculated the degeneracy of these BPS conditions for all non-standard branes in different dimensions. The result can be found in Table 3 .
We finally discussed the standard and non-standard brane orbits. Our results on the multi-charge non-standard-brane orbits are new. We discussed the invariants that characterize these orbits and found that for non-standard branes different invariants may project onto the same central charge showing that different brane configurations may preserve the same supersymmetry.
In our discussion the length of the weights of the representations of the U-duality group G played an important role. In particular, the longest weights were associated to the half-supersymmetric branes. In [19] the same counting of the half-supersymmetric branes was obtained using a different method, based upon the counting of the real roots of the very extended Kac-Moody algebra E 11 . Considering the longest weights of the U-duality representations can indeed be translated to taking the real roots within the very extended Kac-Moody algebra E 11 . A relation between the squared length of the E 11 roots and the squared length of the weights of the U-duality representations was given in the Appendix of [28] , based on the analysis of [29] . The relation consists in writing down the expression of α 2 for an E 11 root and decomposing it in terms of the weights of the subalgebra SL(D, R) × E 11−D , where E 11−D is the U-duality group G. One restricts the attention to the form fields, i.e. to the completely antisymmetric representations of SL(D, R). All these representations have only one dominant weight, which means that all the components give the same contribution to α 2 . On the other hand, the representations of E 11−D are decomposed in longest weights, next-to-longest weights, etc. The difference between the squared length of the longest weights and the next-to-longest weights is equal to 2, which is the squared length of the roots, as noticed in section 2 11 . On the other hand, the roots of E 11 have squared length α 2 = 2, 0, −2, −4, .... This implies that the relation between the lengths of the weights of the U-duality representation and the lengths of the roots of the very extended Kac-Moody algebra E 11−D is as follows: This relation holds for the highest-dimensional representation. For a given form, smaller representations, whose highest weight coincides with one of the dominant weights of the highest-dimensional representation, also occur. For these fields the value of α 2 is given by eq. (5.1) where one has to pick the dominant weight of the highest-dimensional representation that has the same length as the highest weight of the lower-dimensional representation. These fields therefore have α 2 < 2 and are not associated to branes. Knowing that the longest weights of the U-duality representation correspond to the half-supersymmetric branes, it is natural to consider also the interpretation of the shorter weights. The first ones to consider are the next-to-longest weights, corresponding to the α 2 = 0 roots of E 11 . In the case of the 7-branes of IIB, the short weight is the Cartan of SL(2, R), and a charge in the Cartan corresponds to a bound state of the D7-brane and its S-dual. This can be easily understood in terms of invariants. Given the charge T αβ in the 3, the orbits are defined by the value of the invariant
This quantity is vanishing for a highest-weight orbit, i.e. a single-charge orbit, corresponding to the charge T 11 or T 22 , while it is non-vanishing for the charge T 11 + T 22 , corresponding to a bound state, as well as for the charge T 12 , which thus belongs to the same orbit as the bound state. A similar conclusion can be reached for the case of the 15 of SL(5, R) analysed in Section 4.2. Any charge T M N , with M = N, satisfies the constraint (4.18), and thus corresponds to a 2-charge state. One could reach similar conclusions in all the other cases. It would be interesting to compare such an analysis with the work of [30] , [31] or with the more recent work of [32] .
One of the results of our investigations is that lower-dimensional string theory contains many non-standard branes, much more than the standard ones. It is natural to ask whether there are any applications of these branes. For a recent application in the context of black holes, see [33] . As shown in [34, 35, 18] , the branes of the ten-dimensional theory satisfy generalised wrapping rules when compactified on tori. In the case of the fundamental string, these wrapping rules are a manifestation of the stringy doubled geometry discussed in [36] . It would be interesting to see whether a similar geometric interpretation can be given for the wrapping rules of the other branes, as well as for the branes, among those listed in this paper, that do not follow from any wrapping rule from the branes of the ten-dimensional theory.
It is natural to extend our work to the the branes of half-maximal supergravities or the supergravity theories with even less supersymmetry. The branes of the half-maximal supergravities have been obtained in [21] using the so-called 'light-cone rule' derived in [37] . We expect that this rule can be translated to general group-theoretic properties that can also be determined for the more complicated U-duality symmetries that occur in even less supersymmetric theories, exactly as we did for the case of maximally non-compact groups in this paper. We hope to report on progress in this direction in the nearby future.
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